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Huge Aquifers Are Discovered In North Kenya
New York Times - 21 minutes ago
With water security a growing concern around the world, the discovery
of five aquifers in drought-plagued Turkana County could help secure
Kenya's access to the most critical of natural resources, particularly in
the arid north. Out of a population of roughly 41 ...
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Water Discovery Brings Hope to Arid Kenya Region
Voice of America - 1 hour ago
NAIROBI — Satellite technology has revealed that the droughtstricken Turkana region of northern Kenya lies atop two giant
underground lakes, or aquifers. Estimates indicate the finds could
solve the barren region's water problems and provide all of Kenya ...
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NPR (blog) - 4 hours ago
The aquifers, located hundreds of feet underground in the Turkana
region that borders Ethiopia and South Sudan, contain billions of
gallons of water, according to UNESCO, which confirmed the
existence of the subterranean lakes discovered with the help of ...

Kenya discovers vast aquifers in drought-hit north
Reuters - 7 hours ago
The underground water lies in the Lotikipi and Lodwar basins in Turkana County, one
of Kenya's most neglected corners where charity organisations say many live on half
the minimum daily water requirement of 20 litres. Accessing the water may be difficult
in ...

Delaware-sized lake discovered beneath Kenya desert
Christian Science Monitor - 6 hours ago
Tapping the new reserves in the basin, located in Kenya's northern
Turkana region, may allow for vast new zones of farmland in
landscapes where today even the hardiest plants struggle to survive.
“The news about these water reserves comes at a time when ...

Kenya aquifers discovered in dry Turkana region
BBC News - 2 hours ago
A huge water source has been discovered in the arid Turkana region
of northern Kenya which could supply the country for 70 years, the
government says. The discovery of two aquifers brings hope to the
drought-hit region, tweeted Environment Minister Judi ...

Scientists strike water in Kenya's parched north
Fox News - 9 hours ago
Two aquifers -- or underground layers of permeable rock or silt soaked in water -were found in the Turkana region, the scene of a devastating drought two years ago
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that aid workers said pushed malnutrition rates up to 37 percent. "The news about
these ...

Water Reserves Discovered in Drought-Stricken Kenya, UNESCO
Says
Businessweek - 10 hours ago
The Lotikipi Basin aquifer in a semi-barren region west of Lake Turkana where about
700,000 people live “on its own could potentially increase Kenya's strategic water
reserves,” UNESCO said on its website. Smaller Lodwar aquifer could provide ...

Drought-stricken Kenya is sitting on 250-trillion liters of groundwater
io9 - 2 hours ago
Case in point: yesterday, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization announced that Kenya's drought-striken Turkana County sits, rather
ironically, atop a staggeringly huge reserve of subterranean water. Following an
extensive ...

Watershed Moment For Kenya? Newly Discovered
Reservoir Brings Hope To ...
International Business Times - 6 hours ago
Massive underground water reservoirs have been discovered in a
region of Kenya where people have been dying of thirst for years. The
Kenyan government and Unesco announced the findings on
Wednesday. The reserves include two huge aquifers ...

Billions of gallons of water discovered beneath Kenya
Salon - 55 minutes ago
Malnutrition has been a growing problem among the Turkana people.
The finds were a product of cooperation between the Kenyan
government and Unesco, with the financial support of Japan.
According to Unesco, further study is needed to determine ...

Kenya strikes massive water reserve in Turkana
Capital FM Kenya - 7 hours ago
NAIROBI, Kenya, Sep 11 – The discovery of the biggest aquifer yet in
Kenya's history could soon put an end to the drought residents of
Northern Kenya experience perennially. The aquifer discovered by
UNESCO in Lotikipi of Turkana County is said to have ...

Kenya says newly discovered aquifer could supply water for 70 years
UPI.com - 29 minutes ago
Satellites and radar were used to find the aquifers in the Turkana Basin and the
Lotikipi Basin, with test drilling confirming the presence of water beneath the arid
earth, the BBC reported Wednesday. Turkana, one of the hottest, driest and poorest
parts of ...

Massive water discovery in Kenya's desert
The Guardian - 16 hours ago
UNESCO and the Kenya Government today announce the discovery of one of the
worlds largest underground water aquifers in the desert north of Turkana, an area
best known for fossils, famine and poverty. The finding by Radar Technologies
International ...
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Kenya finds '70 year supply' of water in desert region
Telegraph.co.uk - 8 hours ago
Tapping the new reserves, in the Lotikipi Basin in the Turkana region
and other areas nearby, could create vast new zones of farmland in
landscapes where today even the hardiest plants struggle to survive.
“The news about these water reserves comes at a ...

Massive underground water reserve discovered in drought-stricken
Kenya
The Verge - 10 hours ago
Scientists in Kenya have discovered a massive underground reserve that could allow
the drought-ravaged country to meet its water needs for the next 70 years.
Discovered in the desert of Kenya's Turkana region, the Lotikipi Basin Aquifer
contains more than ...

Massive Aquifer Discovered in Kenya holds 70 Years
Worth of Water, May ...
Nature World News - 6 hours ago
A newly-discovered aquifer in Kenya's arid Turkana region contains
enough water to meet the nation's needs for the next 70 years. The
discovery of the Lotikipi Basin Aquifer was officially announced
Wednesday at an international water security meeting of ...

Huge water reservoirs discovered in dry northern Kenya
South African Broadcasting Corporation - 7 hours ago
UNESCO says three additional aquifers have also been identified in
other parts of Turkana but have not yet been confirmed by drilling and
would also need to be assessed using complementary techniques.
"More research will need to be done to enable a ...

Massive Aquifer Found in Kenya Desert Could Supply 40 Million in
Draught ...
Christian Post - 5 hours ago
"This newly found wealth of water opens a door to a more prosperous future for the
people of Turkana and the nation as a whole. We must now work to further explore
these resources responsibly and safeguard them for future generations," Wakhungu
said at ...

Kenya water discovery brings hope for drought relief in rural north
gulfnews.com - 11 hours ago
The finds, in Turkana county in the north west, were uncovered using new
technology to interpret ground-penetrating radar from satellites. Professor Judy
Wakhungu, appointed minister of environment, water and natural resources in April,
described the find ...

Huge underground water supply discovered in droughtstricken Kenya
Toronto Star - 7 hours ago
The smaller Lodwar Basin Aquifer “could serve as a strategic reserve
for the development of Lodwar, the capital of Turkana County,
provided the reserve is confirmed,” the UN said. Wakhungu called the
discovery a critical scientific breakthrough for her ...

Kenya discovers vast water source
News24 - 8 hours ago
An exploration of groundwater resources has identified reserves of water in Turkana
County in drought-stricken northern Kenya. The findings are the result of a
groundwater mapping project, GRIDMAP (Groundwater Resources Investigation for
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Drought ...

Kenya Aquifer: Massive Underground Reservoir Holds 70
Years' Worth Of Water
iScienceTimes.com - 7 hours ago
A massive aquifer was discovered in the arid Turkana region of
northern Kenya, one of the driest and poorest parts of the country. The
large underground reservoir, dubbed the Lotikipi Basin Aquifer, holds
enough water to meet all of Kenya's water demands ...

Kenyans Drink a Little Easier With Discovery of 50 Billion
Gallon Aquifer
PRI's The World - 2 hours ago
The aquifer under the arid Turkana region in northwest Kenya was
identified by scientists using satellite exploration technology. The
project was carried out by UNESCO and Kenyan government
scientists. Kenya's minister for the environment, water and ...

September 11: Large Underground Water Supply Discovered in
Kenya
Circle of Blue WaterNews - 6 hours ago
A newly discovered underground water reservoir in northwest Kenya has increased
the country's water reserves by nearly ten times—enough water to supply the country
for 70 years, The Telegraph reported. The reserve will be studied further to assess
how ...

A Massive Underground Lake Found in Kenya Could Supply the
Country with ...
RYOT - 47 minutes ago
A colossal aquifer — an underground layer of water-bearing permeable rock, gravel,
sand or silt from which groundwater can be extracted — has been discovered in the
parched, drought-stricken plains of Kenya, and it holds enough fresh water to
provide ...

In pictures: Kenya's huge water find in Turkana
BBC News - 4 hours ago
In pictures: Kenya's huge water find in Turkana. Water gushing out of a borehole at
Napuu area during the flushing process, Kenya A huge water source has been
discovered in the arid Turkana region of northern Kenya, the East African nation's
government ...

Aquifer discovery 'will help Kenya's most vulnerable'
ITV News - 7 hours ago
A Kenyan government minister has hailed the discovery of a huge
water reserve in the country, saying it will help the most vulnerable in
society. A child in the Kakuma refugee camp, which is close to the
Lotikipi Basin Aquifer. Credit: ITV News. Read: Huge ...

Exclusive: Huge water reserve discovered in Kenya
ITV News - Sep 10, 2013
A massive aquifer that holds enough water to meet all of Kenya's
needs for 70 years has been discovered, ITV News can reveal. ITV
News correspondent Martin Geissler reports: The pool, which was
found more than 300 metres underground, is so large you ...

Potential significance of discovery cannot be overstated
ITV News - Sep 10, 2013
At first glance it is an unremarkable spectacle, a couple of feet of oily
steel pipe sticking out of a scorched African plain. But the potential
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significance of the borehole we were shown at Lokitipi in Northern
Kenya can't be overstated. Scientists have found water ...
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